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Abstract: The current study aimed to perceive and estimate the distribution of stress generated by
the forces on the maxillary anterior teeth during orthodontic retraction using the bilateral mini
screw implant. Finite element models were generated from the three-dimensional (3D) reconstruc-
tion of the maxillary arch via cone–beam computed tomography (CBCT). These models imitate the
retraction of maxillary anterior teeth with the mini screw placed as the skeletal anchorage. The
titanium mini screw of 1.3 mm × 8 mm dimension was placed at a height of 9 mm between the
first molar and second premolar on both sides of the maxilla. A nickel titanium (NiTi) coil spring
of 9 mm length was attached from the mini screw implant to the power arm which generated
a force of 250 gm/side. Two different power arms were placed between the lateral incisor and
canine at a height of 4 mm (group 1) and 8 mm (group 2), respectively. There were no significant
differences observed when the stress values were compared to the left side and the right side in
group 1 with a power arm of 4 mm. In group 2, the stresses around the lateral incisors were found
to be on the higher side when compared with the central incisors and canines. The length of the
power arm shows no significant difference in stress distribution pattern on the left and right sides
except for stresses moving from the canine region to the lateral incisor region with the increase in
power arm height.

Keywords: finite element model; en masse retraction; orthodontic stress; mini screw; implant

1. Introduction

Anchorage has always been a prime concern in orthodontic procedures, especially
when multiple teeth are moved simultaneously. Anchor teeth resist any undesirable tooth
movement, and loss of anchorage might have an unfavorable effect on the orthodontic
treatment outcomes [1]. Many appliances and techniques have been used commonly to
prevent anchorage loss such as trans palatal bars, extraoral traction, Nance holding arch,
and multiple teeth in an anchored unit; however, these devices have some drawbacks as
these devices required outstanding patient compliance. Moreover, these devices consist of
complex designs and required detailed wire bendings [2].

Three-dimensional (3D) analysis is important during orthodontic treatment to elude
the adverse effects which could occur due to orthodontic forces applied in order to
achieve desired tooth movement. Patients who have protruded dentition oftentimes un-
dergo bilateral premolar extractions and retraction of the anterior teeth using maximum
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anchorage [2]. The treatment aim in such cases is to reduce the anterior proclination
which is sometimes crucial to attain due to the stability of anchorage. Orthodontists often
face difficulties with achieving maximum anchorage without experiencing anchorage
loss. In the case of anchorage loss, the anchored unit acts reciprocally, which compli-
cates the anterior-posterior correction and constrains the achievement of orthodontic
treatment [3].

En masse retraction, which requires a maximum anchorage, is the most common
procedure in orthodontic treatment to retract the whole arch. However, standard en
masse retraction causes upper anterior teeth extrusion. Therefore, patients with deep
bites, gummy smiles, or increased vertical growth might experience unfavorable out-
comes [4]. Recently, mini screw implants expanded immense recognition to minimize
the adverse effects of conventional en masse retraction procedures [5–7]. Orthodontic
mini screws have been positioned between the second premolar and first molar in the
buccal interdental spaces to avoid unwanted movements of the anchoring teeth during
the en masse retraction procedure for maxillary anterior teeth. These orthodontic screws
are easily removable without any fracture and provide stability of anchorage [8,9]. More-
over, patients’ cooperation is not necessary for mini screws’ anchorage systems, which
aided orthodontists by adding continuous force, which could shorten the duration of
orthodontic treatment [10].

For obtaining an ultimate result in the orthodontic treatment, controlling the move-
ment of anterior teeth is imperative. A guided anterior teeth movement could be achieved
by using power arms [11]. Displacement and rotation of the anterior teeth often occur while
retracting the anterior teeth using mini screws. Moreover, the height of the power arm also
changes the biomechanics that imitate the pattern of tooth movement during orthodontic
treatment. Therefore, a successful tooth movement requires identifying the appropriate
position of the mini screw and the power arms.

Previous studies reported about an 80% success rate of the mini screws in orthodon-
tic treatment even though some studies mentioned the mobility observed during the
treatment [12–15]. Nevertheless, few failure rates of the mini screw are inexplicable.
Often times, it is related to the placement of the mini screw as well as the direction
and magnitude of the mini screw. According to the different studies, forces on mini
screws should persist at less than 200 gf [16–20], and more forces have not influenced
any success of the orthodontic treatment [21]. Moreover, the surrounding hard tissue
and soft tissue structures are playing an important role in the success rate of mini screws,
which need to be evaluated thoroughly.

Though the success rate of mini screws is based on many parameters, many previous
studies concentrated on the stress distribution of the mini screws in the soft and hard
tissue. In addition, stress distribution on the trabecular or cortical bone varies from case to
case. Moreover, the outside and inside ratio of the mini screw is also accountable for the
variance of the stress distribution. The 3D Finite element method commenced to identify
the tooth movement, distribution of stresses, and imitating the pattern of orthodontic
tooth movement [22]. The first finite element study on stress distribution on the hard bone
was performed in 2004, which reported that the 50-cN applied load on a mini screw was
predominantly disseminated in the cortical bone [23].

Tooth movement could be analyzed non-invasively via the finite element models.
Moreover, the amount of quantitative data about the physiological interaction and reac-
tions of the individual tissue provided through the finite element study could increase the
comprehension of tooth movement and different morphology of the tooth in a wide range.
Finite element studies indicate that teeth with the deviated root are more prone to devel-
oping root resorption [24]. Moreover, the usage of torque during orthodontic treatment
varies based on the appliances. A finite element study could also identify the influence of
different materials such as different types of brackets on tooth movement [25]. Stresses are
produced around the periodontium, while the orthodontic tooth movement takes place.
During the treatment planning, these stresses need to be accounted for properly; otherwise,
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unbalanced forces might occur, which generally cause root resorption [26,27]. Therefore,
stress evaluation while the combination of forces was applied during orthodontic tooth
movement is necessary to comprehend during the tooth movement. Finite element model
analysis is one of the approaches to study stresses that deliver orthodontists the quantitative
data to recognize the physiological responses of the dentition during applied orthodontic
forces.

The biomechanical effect on the retraction of upper incisors has been previously
investigated through holographic interferometry, photo-elastic technique, and magnetic
sensing system [28]. However, the former model constructed could hardly simulate the
whole characteristics of the retraction system. The 3D finite element method is an efficient
measure to investigate orthodontic tooth movement; nevertheless, most former studies
focus on the single tooth or parameter analysis. Thus, the current study aimed to evaluate
the stress distribution of the maxillary anterior segment during en masse retraction by
using bilateral orthodontic posterior mini screw implants with different heights of hooks
placed in the mesial to the canine.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

In clear CBCT images, at least 12 maxillary teeth should present except the first
premolars. Any distorted images or CBCT images with noise were excluded from this
study.

2.2. Construction of the Finite Element Models

Two finite element models were generated which replicated the human upper arch or
maxilla. Both models contained all the maxillary teeth along with the periodontal ligament
and alveolar bone except the first premolars of either side.

A 3D quantitative analysis requires some mathematical method, making use of a
model accurate both in anatomy and physical characteristics and along with the use of a
computer, which has become an essential aid as far as 3D analyses are concerned. All these
are available in the branch of engineering through the use of the finite element method of
analysis. This involves the subdivision of the structure under consideration into a number
of finite sections or elements. These elements are connected at intersections called nodes.
A complex structure might contain many elements, which can be arranged in two- or
three-dimensional layers, rather like bricks in a wall.

The following steps were performed for the finite element model preparation; 1. Ge-
ometric model construction, 2. A finite element model constructed from the geometric
models, 3. Material property data representation, 4. Defining the boundary condition,
5. Loading configuration, and 6. Evaluation of stress distribution.

1. Construction of the Geometric Model

The aim of constructing a geometric model was to produce a mathematical model,
which represented the biological properties of the teeth and the periodontium. This was
represented in terms of points (grids), lines, surfaces (patterns), and volume (hyper patches).
A 3D cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan of six anterior teeth of the maxilla
was taken. An average 0.25 mm thickness periodontal ligament was considered to generate
the model around the root as the periodontal ligament is consistent in all areas. The normal
apical-gingival height of the alveolar bone was considered to be 14 mm. Analysis system
(ANSYS) software was used for geometric modeling (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Construction of the geometric model.

2. A Finite Element Model Construction from the Geometric Models

A finite model was generated from the constructed geometric models explained in
step 1, which represent the finite number of nodes and elements. This process is called
discretization. The main idea behind discretization is to improve the accuracy of the results.
These finite elements might be tetrahedrons, rectangular points, or hexahedrons (Figure 2).
These elements are considered interconnected at joints which are called nodes or nodal
points. The corner nodes are called primary external nodes. The additional nodes which
occur on the sides of the elements are called secondary external nodes. The secondary
nodes have fewer displacements than corner nodes. The number of finite elements and
nodes used is presented in Table 1.
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Figure 2. Construction of the finite model.

Table 1. Number of nodes and elements used in different variables.

Variables Number of Nodes Number of Elements

Tooth 5635 5181
Bone 7648 7234
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3. Material Property Data Representation

The alveolar bone along with maxillary teeth are the main structures that are included
in this study. Each of these structures consists of different material properties. This study
used the material property from Mc Guire et al. [29] and Tanne et al. [30]. The average
values for the material property are stated in the literature shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The average values for the material property.

Material Young’s Modulus (n/mm2) Poisson’s Ratio

Tooth 20300 0.30
Alveolar bone 13700 0.38

4. Defining the Boundary Condition

A controlled model was imitated in order to avoid the free-body motions of the models,
which are known as boundary conditions. The outer surface of the bones is attached to the
nodes and fixed around the tooth to prevent the free body movement of the tooth.

5. Loading Configuration and Evaluation of Stress Distribution

At these steps, forces were applied at two different points. Therefore, two different
models were prepared:

(i) Group 1: The maxillary teeth model consists of bonded brackets to a stainless-steel
arch wire of 0.019 × 0.025 dimension. The power arm was placed between the lateral
incisor and canine at a height of 4 mm. The titanium mini screw implant of 1.3 × 8 mm
dimension was placed between the second premolar and first molar at a height of
9 mm. A NiTi coil spring of 9 mm length was attached from the mini screw implant to
the power arm, which generated a force of 250 gm/side (Figure 3).

(ii) Group 2: The maxillary teeth model consists of bonded brackets to a stainless-steel
arch wire of 0.019 × 0.025 dimension. The power arm was placed between the lateral
incisor and canine at a height of 8 mm. The titanium mini screw implant of 1.3 × 8 mm
dimension was placed between the second premolar and first molar at a height of
9 mm. A NiTi coil spring of 9 mm length was attached from the mini screw implant to
the power arm, which generated a force of 250 gm/side (Figure 3).
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2.3. Statistical Analysis

Stresses for each model on the application of each force were calculated with Ansys
software using linear structural analysis.
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3. Results

Two finite element models were generated with 4 mm and 8 mm power arm height as
group 1 and group 2, respectively. Stresses generated in and around the maxillary anterior
segment in group 1 were shown in Table 3, Figures 4 and 5. The most stressed hard and
soft bones were found around the right canines (1.168 MPa, 4.1508 MPa) and left canines
(1.168 MPa, 4.055 MPa). Moreover, the most deformation was observed in the right lateral
incisor (1.2499 × 10−3) followed by the right central incisors (1.2396 × 10−3). The stress
values were found not to be significantly different (p > 0.05) when compared to the left side
and the right side.
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Figure 4. Stress evaluation for group 1; (a) total deformation at 4 mm; (b) stresses on the hard bone at
4 mm; (c) stresses on the soft bone at 4 mm.

Table 3. The stress generated in and around the maxillary anterior segment in group 1.

No. Site when Power
Arm at 4 mm

Stress on Soft
Bone in MPa

Stress on Hard
Bone in MPa

Deformation on
the Tooth in 4 mm

1 Right Central Incisor 0.10504 0.73884 1.2396 × 10−3

2 Right Lateral Incisor 0.15873 0.80934 1.2499 × 10−3

3 Right Canine 1.168 4.1508 1.1467 × 10−3

4 Right mini screw Implant 518.91
5 Left Central Incisor 0.10503 0.78746 1.2296 × 10−3

6 Left Lateral Incisor 0.15876 0.81468 1.223 × 10−3

7 Left Canine 1.168 4.055 1.2042 × 10−3

8 Left mini screw Implant 518.65
MPa; megapascal, mm; millimeter.
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Figure 5. Stress generation around the maxillary anterior teeth in group 1.

In addition, stresses generated in and around the maxillary anterior segment in
group 2 were shown in Table 4, Figures 6 and 7. The most stresses of the hard and soft
bone were found around the right lateral incisors (1.0861 MPa, 3.7849 MPa) followed by
left lateral incisors (1.028 MPa, 3.7854 MPa). However, unlike in group 1, deformation
was observed at a similar level in almost all anterior teeth. The stress values were
found not to be significantly different (p > 0.05) when compared to the left side and the
right side.

Table 4. The stress generated in and around the maxillary anterior segment in group 2.

No. Site when Power
Arm at 8 mm

Stress on Soft
Bone in MPa

Stress on Hard
Bone in MPa

Deformation on
the Tooth in 8 mm

1 Right Central Incisor 0.17656 0.14917 2.3619 × 10−3

2 Right Lateral Incisor 1.0861 3.7849 2.3017 × 10−3

3 Right Canine 0.65624 1.5968 1.8682 × 10−3

4 Right mini screw Implant 629.33
5 Left Central Incisor 0.17204 0.14967 2.3613 × 10−3

6 Left Lateral Incisor 1.028 3.7854 2.3037 × 10−3

7 Left Canine 0.65696 1.5915 2.088 × 10−3

8 Left mini screw Implant 629.61
MPa; megapascal, mm; millimeter.
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4. Discussion

Many designs of temporary anchorage devices (TADs) were developed in order to
provide skeletal anchorage in adult orthodontic treatment, which was first proposed in
1983 [31]. After that, TADs started to be used widely in orthodontic treatments [32]. The
mini screw is one of the TADs which gradually became popular due to its advantages of
using it. The mini screw is easy to insert and remove without any complicated surgery
during the orthodontic treatment as per requirements. Moreover, forces could be applied
immediately after inserting the orthodontic treatment.

This current study was conducted on adult orthodontic patients where first premolars
were extracted, and mini screws were placed between the second premolars and first
molars and used for en masse retraction of the maxillary anterior teeth. Anchorage is a
very perilous factor in terms of en masse retraction procedures. Orthodontists focused
on maintaining anchorage during en masse retraction for the effective outcome of the
treatment [3]. There are alternate approaches developed in cases of retracting the anterior
teeth efficiently. Tooth-borne anchorages require additional and complicated mechanics to
control the absolute anchorage.

The most common method of incisor retraction is to retract the canines followed by
the four incisor teeth. However, no difference was observed between two step retraction
and en masse retraction. Both procedures possessed some anchorage loss [33]. Retracting
all anterior teeth with the preadjusted appliances oftentimes works as a double-edged
sword for orthodontists. The advantages and drawbacks compensate each other. Whereas
insignificant wire bending along with sufficient spaces work advantageously over the loop
mechanics, posterior tipping and extrusion are observed in the sliding mechanics during
the retraction of the anterior teeth. On the other hand, stability of the anchorage might
occur while the tipping action developed into the anterior brackets.

Extra oral anchorage such as Headgear has been used to strengthen the anchorage
earlier; nevertheless, the action of extra oral anchorage is patient dependent [34]. Moreover,
any extra oral anchorage device is typically worn for less than 12 h, while orthodontic forces
need to be applied continuously and steadily. Intra oral trans palatal arches appended the
anchorage to the next stages. However, previous studies showed that trans palatal arches
also cause anchorage loss [35–37].

Orthodontic treatment has been enhanced with the advancement of skeletal anchorage.
Dental implants [37], micro screws [32,38], mini screws [31], and mini plates [39] provide
skeletal anchorage during orthodontic tooth movement without the loss of anchorage.
Retraction could be performed using the elastomeric chain or nickel titanium (NiTi) coil
spring. However, the current study used only the NiTi coil spring for the anterior teeth
retraction.

A finite element model study was conducted to determine the stress distribution of the
mini screw on the soft and hard bone along with the deformation of the tooth. The finite
element models were carefully created so that the models could be utilized adequately, and
the general versatility of the models was preserved.

In group 1, the force application was from the titanium mini screw implant at 8 mm
of height (between the second premolar and first molar) to the power arm at 4 mm of
height (between lateral incisor and canine). The force was applied bilaterally at the force
of 250 gm/side and was delivered by a nickel titanium coil spring. When models were
analyzed in group 1 for stress generation and distribution, it was observed that, amongst
central incisors, lateral incisors, and canines on both sides, maximum stress was seen
around canines in hard and soft bone. The concentration of stresses in soft and hard bones
around the canine is due to the initial tipping of canines, which generates maximum stress
in the alveolar crest present around the canine. This current outcome is supported by
various finite element model studies done in the past [40].

In group 2, the length of the power arm was increased from 4 mm to 8 mm to keep
the force application near the center of resistance in the maxillary anterior segment [41].
Another reason for increasing the power arm was to keep the line of the force of application
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almost parallel [42]. When the model of group 2 was analyzed for stress generation and
distribution, it was observed that the stresses around the lateral incisors were found to
be on the higher side when compared with the central incisors and canines. This may
be due to the additional curve of spee in the wires during the retraction stage to avoid a
deep bite [43]. Moreover, finite element models reproduce the retraction procedure, not the
complex biological process.

The current study showed that the stress values in the hard bones are greater than
in the soft bones. The explanation for this might be hard bones having a higher Young’s
modulus than soft bones which sustain more loads and resists more deformation than soft
bones [6]. This result also complies with the previous studies [6,27]. The stress values for
all bones are distantly lower than the 135 MPa, which is the fundamental tensile strength
of the bone [31]. This signifies that the bone has adequate strength to defy retraction forces.

When a comparison of stress generation and distribution was done between group 1
and group 2, it was found that higher levels of stress were generated in group 1 than in
group 2. This could be due to different heights of power arms which produced different
force vectors that are well supported by the previous study [40]. Thus, a methodology of
orthodontic tooth movement was established in the current study by all the procedures
included such as finite element modeling, model analysis, and result deduction.

The current finite element model study of en masse retraction using the mini screws
exhibited inconsistent distribution of stresses on teeth along with hard and soft bones. Nev-
ertheless, stresses in the crown area are significantly greater than the stresses in the apical
area of the teeth. This study explains the generation and distribution patterns of stresses in
the maxillary anterior region, which need to require further clinical investigations.

A previous finite element model study on stress patterns was conducted in peri-
odontium with three different power arm heights at 3 mm, 6 mm, and 9 mm. Moreover,
orthodontic mini implants were placed at two different heights: 7 mm and 10 mm [27].
This study revealed that a high orthodontic mini-implant with a lower anterior retraction
hook was required for controlled lingual tipping and, in the case of retraction with root
movement, a high orthodontic mini-implant with a higher anterior retraction hook was
required. Orthodontic tooth movement causes more stress on the periodontal ligament than
on the surrounding bony structures. Previous studies showed that compressive stresses
concentrated more on the palatal side near the apex, and the labio-cervical area of the
tooth was distributed by the tensile stresses [27,44,45]. Lateral incisors experienced more
stress than central incisors due to the periodontal ligament support. The reason behind
this is that lateral incisors have shorter roots than central incisors [46]. Moreover, greater
stresses were observed near the higher retraction hook, irrespective of the mini-implant
placement [45,47]. However, the current study focused on the hard and soft bones only.
Moreover, only two different heights (4 mm and 8 mm) of power arms were used in this
study, and these different heights of power arms have no effect on stress distribution. As
per literature searches, none of the studies placed power arms at a height of exactly 4 mm
and 8 mm; therefore, direct comparison of the stress at these specific heights of power arms
could not be possible.

Moreover, another similar finite element model study was conducted to identify the
different tooth movements while forces were applied via a mini screw using different
heights (0 mm, 3 mm, 6 mm and 9 mm) of the power arm. The study revealed that a longer
power arm with the mesial placement of the mini screw decreased the anterior rotation,
and the power arm at the height of 6 mm and distal placement of the mini screw had a
minimal adverse effect on anterior dentition [48].

Root resorption is a common phenomenon during orthodontic tooth movement. A
study on stress distribution on cementum with the finite element model reported that
maximum cemental stress was observed in cervical and neck areas which gradually de-
crease in the apex area [8]. These areas are more prone to root resorption [49]. Moreover,
greater stresses in the apex area are mostly observed during the tipping and torquing
movement [50]. It assumed that, while forces were applied, the stresses were dispersed in
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the cervical and mid root area before the stress extends to the apex. However, the current
study did not determine the stresses in the cementum and confined it to the hard and soft
bone only.

In addition, root morphology is also playing an important role. A finite element model
study was conducted on the stress distribution of different root morphology. The study
reported that short roots show significant stress in the neck of the root area while balanced
stress distribution was observed in the root with normal shape. Blunt shaped roots showed
more stress distribution in the apex area of the roots, whereas dilacerated and blunt shaped
roots exhibited more stresses in the middle area of the root [51]. Even though there are
variant stress distributions observed, Kook et al. stated that deviated roots do not always
occur in root resorption during orthodontic tooth movement [52], and genetic factors might
play a vital role in root resorption during orthodontic treatment [53]. However, the current
study did not focus the stress distribution on different root morphology. This study has
not observed any altered root morphology during the 3D assessment; therefore, the stress
distribution on different tooth roots might not change even if the stress distribution was
assessed.

Therefore, it could be said that finite element studies have an enormous effect on
orthodontic treatment. In en masse retraction studies, finite element study could explain
how the placing of power arms at different heights modifies the anterior teeth retraction.
However, in the current study, different power arms did not affect stress distribution, which
could explain that the soft bone and hard bone have enough strength to resist the retraction
forces by the mini screw implants. Moreover, none of the studies are free from limitations,
and the current study is not exceptional. This study measured the stress distribution in
soft and hard tissue. However, stress distribution in the periodontal ligament is also an
important factor. In addition, the center of resistance is not calculated in the current study,
which needs to be taken into consideration. On the other hand, the finite element model
study simulates the mechanical law; therefore, clinical representation of orthodontic tooth
movement is not sufficient to predict by the finite element models. Hence, clinical trials
along with finite element model studies should be conducted.

5. Conclusions

Based on our study results, the most stressed hard and soft bones were found around
the right canines and left canines. Moreover, the most deformation was observed in the
right lateral incisor when the power arm was placed at a height of 4 mm. The most stresses
of the hard and soft bone were found around the right lateral incisors, and deformation
was observed at a similar level in almost all anterior teeth when the power arm was placed
at a height of 8 mm. However, the length of the power arm shows no significant difference
in the stress distribution pattern on the left and right sides except for stresses moving from
the canine region to the lateral incisor region with the increase in power arm height.
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